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1.  Power of Focus

Practice Changing what you focus on.
Instead of focussing on something that brings pain
focus on something that feels good. Instead of
focussing internally, focus on something
happening in the present moment outside of your
body. Train your mind to move its attention of
what it may see as threat and feels bad.

What To  do 

Learning to change your attentional
patterns, what you focus on, is one of the
most important things you can do to rewire
your nervous system. What you notice, tells
your unconscious what life is like. It
programs your nervous system



2. Release Fight Energy

Try slow and sustained wall push ups. Lean
against a wall with your hands out as if about to
start a push up. Push slowly and firmly against
the wall. Play around with how strong you push.
As you push notice the sensations in your arms.
Notice energy leaving out of hands.

What To  do 

 Learning to get comfortable with your fight
can help you feel more comfortable in conflict,
more confident, and ensure that you do not
release fight in ways that are not helpful.
When its repressed it often comes out
sideways or collapse in and you fight yourself.



Move your heels up and down as if walking, push off the
ground with the ball of your foot, contracting your calf
muscle. Repeatedly do one foot and then the other
(bilateral stimulation). Try to feel how as you lift from
the ball of your foot your glute contracts.
As your heel touches the floor lift the front of your foot
and feel how that also contracts in the front of your hip. 
IIf that is too complicated run in place or lift your heels
back and forth.   
Take a moment to mindfully notice energy releasing.
Try to stay with it for at least twenty five seconds.

3. Release Flight Energy

What To  do 

Flight energy is most commonly associated
with anxiety. It's since of needing to get away.
When its suppressed it can manifest all kinds of
problems. It's important that you learn how to
alley with it so it does not build and come out
in some way that hurts you.



4. Practice Self Holding

Self Holding can support your nervous system deactivating. It can
provide much needed containment, helping you come back to the
present moment and realize you are more than your activation. In
rare cases it increases activation in which case move on to
another tool.

Find Your Right Position

FTry placing one hand on your
chest and one hand on your
stomach or place one hand on your
stomach and one hand on your
head.

There are many ways to hold
yourself. The first thing for you to
do is run through a bunch of them
and see which one you feel is
most supportive in the moment. 
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First Two Positions
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Second Two Positions

In some rarer cases self holding does not feel good or supportive,
if that is you, don't try to make it work simply move to the next
thing. If you feel numb you just give it more time noticing or even
hum the lowest tones that you can while holding and see if you
can notice where your body vibrates with those tones.

You can try placing both
hands on your head. This can
be especially soothing for
over-thinkers like me. 
The self hug is another very
popular position. Its best with
the left hand under the right
arm closer to the heart.

Play around with different
positions. See what feels best
to your body.  

Once you found your
preferred position, simply
practice noticing the contact
of your hands. Can you feel
the warmth from you hands?
Can you notice what is
happening between your
hands (in your body). 

Next Step- Very Important



5. Organic Breath Reset

To do the organic breath reset exhale deeply so
that you squeeze all the air out of your lungs that
you possibly can then notice the organic impulse
your body will have to breath. Follow your body’s
desire to breath, let your body breath as it wants to,
taking in a deep and full body breath. Repeat two
more times then take a moment and just rest, notice
how you feel. Repeat for three to nine more times
and then stop breath normally and notice what’s
different. 

What To  do 

Breath is a core organizing force in your
physiology, when you manually interrupt and
change your breathing patterns it can potentiate
cycles of needing to control yourself and it can
disrupt how your body would naturally regulate. 



Take our TRAUMA course

THIS  COULD BE WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR!!


